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NOW, WHY IS THERE A MUSEUM ABOUT... 
EMBROIDERY?

Visiting the Embroidery

Museum operated by

the Embroiderer’s Guild

of America (EGA)

opened my eyes to the

beautiful world of

embroidery and

needlecraft.    

 

The EGA operates the

museum, which is both

a museum and the

headquarters of

EGA. The museum is

small, and when you

enter, you feel like

you’re walking into a

private art gallery. 

 

After you visit, I think

you’ll agree that the

amazing work and  

creativity by the  

 

   

embroiderer’s in this

collection showcase

how what started as a

functional craft can be

transformed into art.   

 

The pieces in this

collection combine

both the functional and

artistic sides by

embellishing and

personalizing everyday

objects.  Not just for

“little old ladies sitting

on their front porch”

this museum

showcases where the

craft started, how

people engaged with it

over time, and

contemporary artists

that are pushing the

boundaries of what it

can be.   

   

VILLAGE BELLE

Stunning in that you can feel

the emotion radiating from

the female figure, this is an

amazing example of the

power of embroidery in the

hands of a contemporary

artist.  A form of "needle

painting," the subtle shading

in the background is

remarkable and this

technique is also used to

bring out the flesh tones and

the richness of the fabric in

her dress.    

 

TIGER 

Equally amazing is the Tiger,

which is an example of

thread painting, by Jan

Jellins.  The technique used

is aptly named “thread

painting” because it literally

looks like a painting.  The

Tiger has such a presence in

this piece and stares right

back at you.  There are six

different colors in the eyes

alone.     
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National Events:   

60th Diamond Jubilee 

Oct. 3rd - Oct. 7th, 2018 

 

EGA National Seminar  

Oct. 30th - Nov. 3rd, 2019 

 

 



WALL TAPESTRY OF THE U.S.A. 

Made of multiple panels worked on by stitchers across the U.S.A.,

each person worked on the part of the U.S. they were from and then

the pieces were put together over six years.  All different techniques

are shown within the multiple panels.  My favorite?  The gopher is

pretty cute, and I’ve always been partial to beaded snakes.        

CREWELWORK

Created by Margaret Parshall in

the 1940’s, this is an example of

crewelwork.  A beautiful dusty

blue color, this technique is also

referred to as the Jacobean style,

which is a type of embroidery

using wool which gives the piece

a slightly fuzzy look.   

 

 

SU EMBROIDERY

When I first saw this piece, I

actually thought it was a black

and white photograph. 

Created by the artist from a

photograph of her

grandmother in the 1940’s, it’s

a style of Chinese silk

embroidery called Su

Embroidery that was

celebrated, then banned, and

then resurrected.   

 

What makes this style so

realistic? The silk thread is split

and then split and then split

again so it’s barely the width

of a human hair.  Amazing. 
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What were you doing 

when you were 8 years 

old?  

 

Well, in 1834 Lucy chase 

was mastering 

embroidery and creating 

intricate pieces of art. 


